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MARKET CONDITIONS
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GDP
UK: +1.5%

Germany: +1.1%

Unemployment
UK: 4.5%

Germany: 4%

Tax rates

Income: 20% / 40% 

VAT: 20%

Currency exchange
• GBP to USD: $1.32

• Euro to USD: $1.14

BREXIT 29th March 

2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Market overviewOverall the economic outlook is stable with modest forecasted growth of +1.5% in UK and +1.1% in Germany. More ambitious GDP growth is expected for both Ireland and Switzerland With record low unemployment rates, rising wages and low interest rates in both the UK and Germany, people are more likely to make discretionary spending purchases on items like holidaysThe US Federal Reserve left interest rates on hold in January which is likely to subdue any FX gains with the GBP and Euro likely to remain strong until for the foreseeable future. Brexit concerns and a fragile Eurozone may offset this but the outlook is positive On March 29 the UK is set to leave the EU. Uncertainty over Brexit has failed to dent bookings in the crucial first week of January, according to travel companies. Research shows that travel remains a top priority with travelweekly.co.uk reporting that Britons are planning to spend nearly £2 billion extra on their holidays in 2019. A GfK report found that 2019 forward bookings to the end of December 2018 were up 9% year on year. Britons are resilient travelers and holidaymakers are planning trips for the year ahead as usual, undaunted by Brexit on the horizon Homeownership for young adults is all too allusive with house prices particularly in London and South East at an all time high (average home price in in the capital has rocketed from £290k in 2012 to £473k in 2017)With this in mind, 72% of young customers prefer to spend money on experiences rather than possession. A recent AirBnB survey on millennials also revealed that most prioritized travel over purchasing a home, getting a car or paying off a debtOutlook for Outbound travel The overall outlook for outbound travel growth from UK and Germany is strong. In 2017, ABTA research showed that British holidaymakers have taken more holidays than at any point in the last five yearsABTA research shows a notable increase in people planning to spend more on their holidays in the next 12 months. Over three in ten people (31%) plan to spend more, compared to 24% who stated this in 2016, with only 14% of people planning to spend lessAccording to the December 2018 sales climate index by Germany’s leading travel trade magazine fvw. Summer 2019 showing solid growth of 7% and 5% respectively after good early bookings. Higher disposable incomes and average duration of 5-6 weeks annual leave mean that Europeans have more time to stay and spend in destination



AIRLIFT
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• Accessibility of the USA mainland from Europe has never

looked better

• The growth of low cost, long haul airlines on trans-

Atlantic routes means that there has never been a more

affordable time to fly

• Flight connections from US gateway cities to the

Hawaiian Islands continue to be improved reducing the

need for long stopovers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accessibility of the USA mainland from Europe has never looked better. The growth of low cost, long haul airlines on trans-Atlantic routes means that there has never been a more affordable time to fly to the USA. Flight connections from US Gateway cities to the Hawaiian Islands continue to be improved reducing the need for long stopovers.United Airlines is performing well with increased routes to the US West Coast in 2018 and additional seats from all seven domestic mainland hubs to the Hawaiian Islands. Their Europe to LA route is up with a 15% increase in volume. Revenue on the route is -9% due to low cost carriers bringing the overall pricing downVirgin Atlantic increased transatlantic seats for Summer 2018 as part of an expanded programme with Delta Airlines. From May 2019, Virgin Atlantic will launch a new daily seasonal flight out of Manchester Airport to Los Angeles. Customers will be able to make the most of the onward connection opportunities with Delta, including Manchester’s only same-day one-stop connection to Hawaii Aer Lingus have reaffirmed their commitment to trans-atlantic travel from Ireland with the announcement of two new routes into North America bringing the total of North American destinations served by Aer Lingus to 15. Their business strategy is to be the leading value carrier across the North Atlantic and plan to add new routes and capacity over the coming yearsThe British Airways and American Airways relationship remains strong and Hawaii continues to perform extremely well. British Airways has increased the frequency of flights into Las Vegas with an additional three flights a weekLufthansa continues to grow, adding more flights to the US in 2019. A member of Star Alliance, they offer easy connections to United AirlinesOther airlines with new routes into the mainland USA for 2019 include American Airlines, Norwegian, Level, Wow Air and KLMGermany: Prices are rather competitive, Lufthansa and  United are our main carriers, since connections from the US Westcoast down to the islands are extremely good. No overnight necessary if consumers do not want to Southwest are in talks about interisland flights



$6,500

$5,400$8,400 $6,700

$2,900

$7,200

$4,600 $3,100

COMPETITION AND 
BRANDING

• Destinations highlighted by tour operators as Hawai‘i’s main 
competitors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sri Lanka and Thailand, offer stronger value for money with much lower price points
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Post Brexit
demand for long 

haul

Airlift in to the West 
Coast region

‘Responsible tourism’
Mega trend

2019

Demand for new 
destinations, 

authentic and 
immersive 

experiences

Awareness Levels 
of Hawaiian islands 

amongst HVT



TARGET 
AUDIENCES
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AUTHENTIC 
IMMERSERS

WANDER
LUSTERS

Travelers looking for 
‘new’ destinations 

and new 
experiences

Conscientious 
travelers, nature 
lovers, seeking 

cultural immersion 
and local interaction

Core need is to relax 
and re-energize 

through authentic, 
historical and cultural 

experiences

EXCLUSIVITY 
THRIVERS



TOTAL INTEGRATION: OUR TRADE STRATEGY

Sales And 
Marketing

EUROPEAN 
PRODUCT 
FAM TRIP

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT

IPW AND 
JUMANJI 

SCREENING

AIRLINE 
LIAISONS 

CTA ON 
INFLUENCER 
CAMPAIGN

RESPONSIBLE 
TOURISM

CULTURAL 
EDUCATION

PROGRAMME

PRIVATE 
SECTOR 

INVOLVEMENT

TRADE 
STRATEGY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to attract a greater share of higher value visitors from Europe and maximise length of stay and visitation year-round, we need to ensure Hawai‘i is visible and accurately represented to the right audience and through the right channels; Increase awareness amongst high spending consumers both direct and through tradeEngage in IPW to meet key European operatorsSales support for volume drivers and nice operators targetting HVTWork closely with Hawaiian Airlines to amplify the Hawaiian islands message to tradeRaise the profile of Hawai’i as an aspirational but accessible destination through Visit USA and Brand USA Actively pitch to media, influencers - bespoke inspiring storiesAmplify visual content and video through social and UGC 	Increase length of stay and spendEducate trade on diversity of the islands and cultural offering to develop product Develop cultural itineraries and training webinars to showcase Hawai‘i's unique and diverse product offeringIncrease tour operator’s portfolio with a focus on highlighting outdoor and cultural programs, responsible and social tourism, integrating HTA industry and community based programmes, signature festivals and events and Kukulu Ola programsEncourage multi island visitation highlighting ease of access and inter island connectionsAmplify multi island messages through media and socialTarget high spenders (Av. dual income +$110,000)Increase engagement and visitationMulti channel approach; trade, media, socialEngage with repeat visitors to US looking for new destinationActive engagement of influencers with qualified contentTrain front line sales agents on the destination and opportunities on the islands



PR & SOCIAL MEDIA 
STRATEGY

PR & 
SOCIAL 
MEDIA

BRAND 
PARTNER 

OPPRTUNTIES 
AND EVENTS PRESS 

MATERIALS 
& 

PROACTIVE 
PITCHING

INFLEUNCER 
ENAGEMENT 

AND TRIP

GROUP 
AND 

INDIVIDUAL 
PRESS TRIPSREGULAR 

FACE-TO-
FACE 

MEDIA 
MEETINGS

SOCIAL 
MEDIA & 
CONTENT 
CREATION

CRISIS 
MANAGEMENT

BROADCAST 
OPPORTUNITIES
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With dedicated PR support a destination can ensure its voice is heard + distinguish itself from its neighbours and create credible points of differenceEarned media is 80% more effective at the purchase consideration stagePR generates the third party endorsement that will, in turn, build consumer awareness, intrigue and purchaseFocus on luxury travel and lifestyle publications aimed at affluent readers – CULTURE OUTDOOR LIFESTYLEPublications including Porter, Vanity Fair and Glass are constantly searching for ideas that offer travelers the chance to get under the skin of a destination, to have local experiences and the opportunity to have life changing moments Emphasis on working with digital influencers to secure strong coverage over a variety of digital platforms. A picture can say a thousand words and Instagram is an incredibly powerful tool through which to communicate your key messages and stories. Fashion Foie Gras and The London Chatter are trusted voices in the influencer sphere and both have a dedicated following who engage with content regularlyPR:press releasesBespoke story development Monitor editorial calendars & news hijackingProactive pitching & media relations – position Nevada as ‘one to watch’First-hand experience of destination & its USPs - group and individual press trips (including Fam trips combined with annual Nevada Governors Conference)Represent TravelNevada & coordinate media schedules at World Travel Market, Travmedia, Media Awards, Visit USA/Brand USA media events and Hills Balfour Regional Media Roadshowrelationships with airline and tour operator PRs to maximize PR efforts Share insights and trends on the UK media landscape with TravelNevadaCrisis communication if necessary We need to encourage influencers across traditional and digital platforms to educate their audiencesSupport with a social media content calendar for HTE’s social channels including hero coverage results, timely UK and DE market-related post ideas and themed content suggestions that appeal to our key audiences including:- Outdoor adventure- Road trips- Arts and culture- Family activities- Food and drink - Relaxation- Shopping- Weddings & honeymoons - Meet the local’s series- Create a monthly content calendar for the UK and DE market ensuring all posts are relevant and timely- Execute an integrated social media content strategy to promote Hawaii and encourage positive conversations about the destination- Respond to any comments, messages or enquiries in a timely manner- Produce a monthly report including social media interaction, notable conversations and new followers 



INFLUENCER 
CHALLENGE
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VIDEO CREW WILL FILM THE JOURNEY AND CAPTURE THEIR EXPERIENCES

FOUR INFLUENCERS FROM THE UK & GERMANY 

EACH INFLUENCER DOCUMENTS A DIFFERENT ISLAND EXPERIENCE

INFLUENCERS COME TOGETHER FOR ISLAND OF HAWAI‘I FINALE

Create 
captivating 

and 
authentic  

video 
content

Amplify reach 
through 
native 

advertising 
and contra 
marketing

Individual 
island 

experience
s matched 
to followers 

interests

Target
high value 

traveller 
through 
media 

distribution

Call to 
action Tour 
Operator & 

Airline 
partners

Highlight 
the best of 
the island 

experiences
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Presentation Notes
–Four  influencers from the UK and Germany will be selected to fit our target audience profiles (mention these)–Each influencer will visit one of the four main islands to experience the individual island’s offerings based on their followers interests and the island personas. The final destination and meeting place for all influencers will be the Island of Hawai’i providing HTE with an opportunity to counteract any negative perceptions. Through the influencers journey we will highlight that Hawai‘i Island is safe to visit and that there is plenty to do for every type of traveller–A video crew will film their journey and capture their unique experiences of the islands–Target media will be approved by HTA prior to the campaign  –HTE will generate a series of short form video content following the influencers trip ensuring HTA brand/key messages are incorporatedThe video series will be amplified through native advertising, capturing HTE’s target audience and a wider audience outside of the influencers own followers–Through contra-marketing, HTE will secure additional campaign reach through working with tour operator and airline partners. This will also increase the overall campaign media value



ISLAND  OF 
HAWAI‘I 
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Over a 3rd of all 

Europeans visitor to 

Hawai‘i included 

Island of Hawai‘i 

48.3k visitors

7.5% down vs 2017 

Educate – safe and 
diverse

Influence - Inspiring 
and authentic video  

content
Engage – past visitors

Drive visitation  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sent out factual information to all tour operators on a regular basisEducate consumers and travel trade through our website, webinars and through social mediaPromote the pono pledgeEducate consumers on Island of Hawai‘i Work with the influencers to promote Hawai‘i Island as a safe destination with a diverseEducate followers on Hawai‘i’s diverse product offering throughout the island.. star-filled nights, diverse climates and ancient civilization 



RESPONSIBLE 
TOURISM
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Our 2019 Mission

Attract a greater share of higher value visitors from the UK and Germany 
and maximise length of stay and visitation year-round

In doing so, it is our kuleana to positively impact the Hawaiian islands by 
preserving the values and interests of the local community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highlight all initiatives we have in place and/or will have in place to address Responsible/Sustainable Tourism?  Speak to how you are and/or will engage with the industry to support your efforts to bring industry partners together to attract high-spend responsible travelers
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